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AGRI CULTURAL FIELD BURNING
PLUME RISE

I. INTRODUCTION

A thorough comprehension of plume behavior, related term-

inologies and definitions are "helpful in understanding the subject of

this thesis.

A definition of plume height is necessary for obtaining any

plume rise equation. Most equations consider the maximum mean

height which is an arithmetic mean between the top and bottom

profile of plume where it levels out. The plume height may occur

before or after the position of maximum ground level concentration.

In this study the top of plume at its maximum height was measured,

because it was an easier and more accurate measurement by air-

plane. Agricultural field burning plumes become more dispersed

in the atmosphere than those of stacks because of their low ratio of

heat emission to source dimension. For this reason, the bottom

profile of an agricultural field burning plume may be very near to

ground and the term " mean plume rise" would be rather meaningless.

Therefore, in this work, plume top is meant whenever reference is

made to the agricultural field burning plume rise.
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Buoyancy and Momentum

There are two factors which are responsible for the rise of a

fluid in its ambient media: (1) buoyancy and (2) momentum. At

least one of the above factors is essential for initiating a plume.

Effluents emitted at the stop of stacks or chimneys, with an excess

temperature above the ambient incorporate both buoyancy and

momentum. Air jets make their propagation through their ambient

media by momentum. Open fires such as field burning and slash

burning have only buoyancy as their initial motive force for their

rise through the atmosphere.

Momentum of a medium is defined as the product of its mass

and its velocity. Buoyancy is the result of gravitational force on the

medium because of its density deficiency compared to the ambient.

Raising a compressible fluid's temperature, at constant pressure,

would cause its density to decrease. Products of combustion of the

agricultural wastes constitutes CO
2

CO 0
2

H2O and unburned

hydrocarbons. If the plume incorporated mostly CO and H2O , it

would rise even without any temperature excess over the atmosphere,

because of its density deficiency with respect to air (molecular

weights of CO = 28, H2O = 18, air = 29).

A close look at the following energy rate equation shows that

the buoyancy portion of a plume dominates over the momentum term.
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Assuming circular cross section for the plume as a matter of

simplicity of expression, we get:

2Tr
00

2= (prwdrd0)(C AT + 5)
2g

c0 0

= Heat rate

p = Plume density

w = Plume vertical velocity

r = Radial direction of plume

C = Heat capacity of plume

AT = Excess temperature of plume over the surrounding

= 32.2
sect - lbf

lbm - ft

0 = Angle

The first term in the parenthesis accounts for buoyancy whereas the

second term is that of momentum. If we assume a plume vertical

velocity of 10 feet per second and a plume temperature excess of

5o F, the value of the terms become:

C AT = (0. 24 Btu
)(5°p lbm °F F) = 1.1 Btu/lbm

w
2

. (10 ft/sec)2
0020 Btuft - lbm ft

Btu
- lbf lbm2g

c 2 x 32.2
lbf - sec 2

x 778
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So we conclude that buoyancy always dominates over momentum in

a normal thermal plume.

Even a buoyant plume with some efflux velocity would end up

with a behavior similar to a buoyant plume with zero efflux velocity.

That is, buoyancy becomes dominant somewhere down-stream. T. V.

Crawford and A. S. Leonard (1962) have shown on a small scale

plume model that maximum plume height even decreases with in-

corporating an efflux velocity, because it increases the rate of

entrainment of less buoyant fluid at the early stages of the plume.

Behavior of the Buoyant Plume

Plumes generated from agricultural field burning start with

zero velocity and maximum buoyancy. As the plume ascends, its

buoyancy is used up for attainment of momentum and heat transfer

to the atmosphere by turbulent mixing, molecular diffusion, radiation

and conduction. Heat transfer by radiation and conduction are

assumed negligible in this tudy. Molecular diffusion is also unim-

portant in a real atmosphere compared to turbulent mixing. Since

the atmospheric pressure decreases with height the plume expands

and cools as it rises. The plume has buoyancy as long as it main-

tains an excess temperature over the atmosphere.

The buoyant plume reaches a maximum volcity some distance

above the source then it maintains an acceleration or decleration
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depending on the atmospheric stability and turbulence.

Theoretically, a plume rises indefinitely under the neutral

condition of at mospheric stability and accelerates in the unstable

atmosphere. Contrary to the above theory, in a neutral or unstable

atmosphere even without wind velocity, the plume height may be

impeded because of the more vigorous mixing due to atmospheric

turbulence than otherwise would exist under stable atmospheric

conditions.

Depending on the plume strength, the effect of atmospheric

stability and turbulence would be negligible on the plume behavior

until somewhere down-stream where the atmospheric parameters

start to dominate over the plume's induced turbulence. The stage

where the plume's induced turbulence is dominant is called "first

phase" whereas in the "second phase", atmospheric parameters

control the plume behavior. Beyond this point the plume is leveled

out horizontally and only molecular diffusion is the active factor; this

stage is referred to as "third phase".

The early stage disturbances are much more effective in lower-

ing the final plume height than the disturbances in the later stages.

For instance, if there exists some downwash due to draft or turbu-

lence, it could even cause the incomplete combustion of the fuel

(grass), which would reduce the plume height considerably.
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Observing the field burning, one notices that some distance

above the source the plume divides into discrete puffs. This is

primarily due to the discontinuous point sources gathered together

and the scale of atmospheric turbulence. R. A. Scriven (1966) has

shown that a continuous cold plume with zero efflux velocity rapidly

breaks down into a series of discrete puffs if the initial plume radius

is less than about one fifth of the Eulerian scale of atmospheric

turbulence. Although he has reported no work considering hot

plumes, he mentions that both buoyancy and momentum reduce the

possibility of occurrence of breaking the plume into puffs. A plume

divided in this manner has more surface area and thus allows more

entrainment of the cool environmental air. So it loses its buoyancy

faster and results in a lower final plume height.

D. J. Moore (1966) defined three types of plumes:

1. L-plume-in which the plume breaks into lumps and the

lumps do not recombine.

2. R-plume-in which the lumps do recombine.

3. C-plume-which does not break down, but remains continu-

ous in the down-wind direction.

He also has proposed some equations for the maximum

plume height of the three types in both turbulent atmosphere and

stable atmosphere. The occurrence of C-plume in a real atmosphere

is rare.. From observations of field burning plumes, one notices that
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the initial continuous plume breaks down into discrete puffs and that

these puffs recombine later down-stream.

When a plume rises above its source, it allows entrainment

from all directions. This entrainment exerts force all around the

plume due to its momentum and thus causes the plume diameter to

decrease; necking of plumes above their sources is familiar to any

observer. B. R. Morton, Taylor and Turner (1956) assumed that this

entrainment velocity is proportional to the plume's vertical velocity.

Priestley and Ball (1955) have noted that this entrainment velocity is

related to the plume's acceleration as well as its velocity. If we have a

couple of sources close together (field burning sources), the individ-

ual plumes converge above the sources. Because the forces of

entrainment of each source are not balanced, they only can have

entrainment from the free ambient air and therefore, they are pushed

toward each other.

Equilibrium and Maximum Heights

It is the temperature excess of the plume or puff over the

environment which determines the amount of its buoyancy. As was

mentioned before, the plume loses its temperature partly because of

adiabatic cooling. If the environment temperature decreases with

elevation at a faster rate than the plume (unstable atmosphere), the

plume would gain buoyancy as it ascends. But, this gain of buoyancy
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is usually dissipated by the more vigorous atmospheric turbulence.

Therefore, the plume loses its buoyancy somewhere down-stream.

This level of zero buoyancy is called the equilibrium height. The

plume overshoots this equilibrium level due to its existing momentum.

In a calm atmosphere, when a plume reaches its maximum

height = 0), it gains some negative buoyancy and then it descends to

some level between the maximum height and the equilibrium height

and oscillates about this level. The top of the plume remains at the

maximum height level because entrainment is not allowed from above

to the top of plume and the plume drifts to the sides instead. This

phenomenon represents the "mushroom shape" of the plumes observed

in some instances. However, a plume in a windy and turbulent

atmosphere seldom behaves like the above.

Optimum plume rise of agricultural field burning is reached by

complete combustion and increasing the burn rate. Soil moisture,

fuel moisture, wind and atmospheric turbulence lower the burn rate

of agricultural wastes. Water vapor is one of the products of com-

bustion which condenses when cooled upon rising. Condensation of

this water vapor within a plume depletes the final plume height.
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II. THE

Finding a true relation between agricultural field burning plume

rise and other parameters effecting the plume rise is rather Cifficult

and such a relation has not been obtained yet. Since there are many

parameters involved, an analytical approach is very complex and

even if obtained, it is difficult to use because of the many necessary

assumptions through its evaluation.

An empirical approach has always been a practical tool in

engineering practice, but for obtaining a useful relationship many

data are required under different controlled parameters. Such an

approach is a difficult task because many environmental variables

are not controllable such as wind velocity, atmospheric turbulence,

atmospheric stability, atmospheric temperature, atmospheric

humidity, cloud level and other external disturbances. So it requires

many field burnings under proper conditions in order to obtain a use-

ful result.

The easiest way is the dimensional analysis approach. Once

found, it could be used for wide range of practical purposes. The

dimensional analysis is discussed in this study to obtain a relation

between plume rise and some parameters affecting the plume rise.

The following parameters are used for developing the desirable

equations for the rise of field burning plumes:
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a. Buoyancy term - F = gQp C T
oo p 00

- (ft4/sec 3)

b. Stability term - S = 2 -(-1 - (1/sec2)
Too az

c. Wind velocity - U in feet per second

d. Plume rise - al in feet

g = 32. 2 ft Aec.

Q = Btu/min. Heat rate of fuel.

poo= Density of atmospheric air.

C = Heat capacity of atmospheric air.

T = Absolute temperature of atmosphere at ground level, in
oo degrees Rankine.

= Potential temperature.

z = Vertical elevation.

Under the assumption that T = 65°F = 525°R, p = 0. 075 lbm/ft 3

oo

and C = 0.24 Btu/lbm of for surrounding atmosphere the value of

"F" can be approximated in term of "Q" and be used for different

atmospheric conditions without significant error. Therefore, "F"

upon evaluation becomes:

F

( 32. 2 --1---t
c

2 m)(Q

°

Btu
n )ise ft

3

4

lbin Btu sec = .0568Q --)(0.075-7)(- 24 sec
ft lbm - o

.)(525 R)(60
minF

for which "Q" is in Btu/min.
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The other parameters which have effects in plume rise and

neglected in this study are the source shape, atmospheric turbulence,

atmospheric humidity, cloud level, atmospheric temperature at any

elevation and fuel moisture.

Combining the terms a, b, and c we could write:

AI-I N (F)a(S)R(U)Y (1)

The constants a, 13, and y are to be found later for different stability

conditions. For neutral atmospheric condition, S = 0 and the terms

could be related as :

tH (F)51(U (2)

Rewriting equation (2) dimensionally and balancing both sides of the

equation by similarity:

L4 L yL- (-3 (

and

4a + y= 1

3a y= 0

Solving the two simultaneous equations with the two unknowns:

a = 1

Y= 3



So the Equation (2) can be written as:

or

AH "" F
3

AH = a
U

3

12

(3)

(4)

The constant "a" could be found if the terms "Ali" and " 3" are
U

obtained experimentally. The constant "a" is the slope of the regres-

sion line of "EH" versus "F3" on rectangular coordinates.

For a stable and windy atmosphere, Equation (1) can be arrang,

ed dimensionally as:

L4 alp Ly
L 3) (-2 ) (t

t t
t

By similarity

4a + y = 1

3a + 2p y= 0

It is also obvious that: a > 0, p < 0, y< 0 (5)

Here, the two simultaneous equations with the three unknowns, which

means a value has to be assumed for one of them, if they are to be

solved. Also the inequalities (5) should be satisfied. Writing the

equations in term of "a":
a, 1

2

y = 1 - 4a,
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The possible solutions for the constants follow:

If a = 1/2

p -1/4, y = - 1

II. If a = 1/3

p = - 1/3, y = - 1/3

III. If a = 1/4

p = -2/3, y = 0 does not satisfy the Equation (5)

IV. If a = 1/5

p = 8/5, y > 0 does not satisfy the Equation (5)

Therefore, "I" and "II" are the possible conditions between the four

listed. Assuming the second condition, Equation (1) could be written

as

or

(
F

)
1/3

US-

AI-1 = b(F )
1/3

US

(6)

(7)

F 1/3,The constant " " "b could be found if the terms OH and "() ' areUS

obtained experimentally. The constant "b" is the slope of the regres-
F 1/ 3sion line of "AEI" versus "(US ) on rectangular coordinates.

as:

For a calm and stable atmosphere, Equation (1) can be arranged

L iL4
3 /

t



By identity

4a = 1

3a 4- 2p = 0

Solving the two simultaneous equations with the two unknowns the

following results

So

or

a = 1/4

p = - 3/8

DH F 1/4S- 3/8

OH = cF 1/4S- 3/8

14

(8)

(9)

The constant "c" could be determined if the terms "tH" and
1/4 -3/8"F S " are found experimentally. The constant "c" is the slope

1/4 -3/8of the regression line of ",61-1" versus "F S on rectangular

coordinates.
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III. PROCEDURE

During the summer of 1969, during the agricultural field burning

season of the State of Oregon, seven of the many fields in Willamette

Valley were chosen for the purpose of this study. The following are

the specifications of these fields:

1. Field of Mr. Drew in Junction City, 130 acres of mixed fuel;

Annual Rye grass and Orchard grass, burned on August 6,

1969.

2. Field of Mr. Paul Pugh of Shedd, 140 acres of Nescene

grass, burned on August 26, 1969.

3. Field of Oregon State University at Hyslop, 50 acres of

Blue grass, burned on August 27, 1969.

4. Field of Oregon State University at Hyslop, 40 acres of

Orchard grass, burned on August 27, 1969.

5. Field of Mr. Mueller on Salt Creek Road, 30 acres of

Annual Rye grass, burned on September 4, 1969.

6. Field of Mr. Hugh Mueller on Salt Creek Road, 25 acres of

Annual Rye grass, burned on September 4, 1969.

7. Oregon State University Science Pasturage in Soap Creek,

50 acres of Trash, burned on September 12, 1969.

The following field and atmospheric information were recorded

for the evaluation of this study.
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a. Field Variables

1. Fuel concentration

2. Heating value of the fuel

3. Rate of burn

b. Atmospheric Variables

1. Air temperature at ground level

2. Wind velocity

3. Altitude-temperature data above the fields

4. Maximum heights of the plumes when leveled out

The grass in a small area of each field was cut by a pair of

hand grass clippers and separated into straw and stubble and then

weighed. For the burn No. 1 only a rough estimate of 2-1/2 tons per

acre was given by the Farm Crops Staff, Oregon State University.

Concentration of each patch was obtained by the ratio of fuel mass to

area. This value for each patch was used to represent the concen-

tration of that field. The type of grass was reported also.

Heating value of both straw and stubble, sampled from one

field, was determined by Mr. John Mingle, Professor of the Mechan-

ical Engineering, Oregon State University. The values of 7238

Btu/lbm. and 6883 Btu /lbm. were obtained for straw and stubble

respectively and were used for all the burns in this study; heating

value of 7000 Btu/lbm. was assumed for the burn No. 1,
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Rate of burn was determined by the ratio of fuel mass in each

burn to the time difference of burn-out time and light-off time of

that burn. Fuel mass of each field was calculated by the product of

fuel concentration and the area of that field. Light-off time was

when the fire truck finished lighting grass and burn-out time was

when field burning ended. The field was backfired before the fire

truck was lighting the grass. Figure 1 shows one of the fields during

backfiring while the fire truck is moving around the edge of the field

and lighting the grass. Since the backfiring starts from the down-

wind side of a field, during this time only small portion of the field

burns. But, in the burn No. 7 it was observed that during backfiring

about one-third of the field was burned. Therefore, for calculating

this burn rate an average value of the terms

and

fuel mass over 2/3 of the field
burn-out time light-off time

fuel mass over the whole field
burn-out time --- start firing time

was assumed.

In some of the fields the rate of propagation of fire was

measured by placing a couple of fire crackers a certain distance

apart in the direction of fire propagation (Wind direction). The

distance between two fire crackers divided by the elapsed time
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between hearing the noises of combustion of the two fire crackers

measured the propagation rate in that place. Burn rate could also

be found by the product of propagation rate and length of the propa-

gating line source (See Figure 2). However, even assuming con-

stant propagation rate along the source, which usually it is not,

estimating an effective source length is rather complex. Besides,

often there are more than one line source developing in a field (See

Figure 1). Therefore, estimating the burn rate by this method is

non-practical, and the first method, which was used, is easier to

apply and is more practical for the purpose of this study.

The air temperatures, °F, at ground level were measured by a

regular free-air thermometer mounted inside of the air pollution

research vehicle. Figure 3 shows the research vehicle and its crew.

The wind velocities were measured in miles per hour by a

wind anemometer (See Figure 4), with time mechanism built inside,

held by hand seven feet above the ground levels. In the cases which

wind velocity varied between a range, an arithmetic mean of maxi-

mum and minimum of the range was assumed to represent the wind

velocity. This recording was the measure of horizontal component

of wind velocity because the anemometer was held vertical to ground

level.

The altitude-temperature readings were obtained by a light

aircraft before the start of each burning; for some of the fields the



Figure 2. Burn No. 2 Propagates as a Line Source



Figure 3. The Air Pollution Research Vehicle and Its Crew
IV
1-t
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Figure 4. The Wind Anemometer Used for
Measuring the Wind Velocities in this Study

readings were taken both before and after the burnings. A shielded

thermometer mounted inside the aircraft, with atmospheric air pass-

ing its bulb, gave readings in degrees Fahreheit. The aircraft

altimeter gave readings in feet above the sea level. Since the fields

were about 250 feet above the sea level, this amount was subtracted

from the altimeter readings to obtain the corrected altitudes.

The convective column of a plume usually starts after the light-

off time when the burn rate reaches a high level. The leading edge

of the plume is the top of convective column of earliest burning or
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the burning during backfiring if not dispersed in the atmosphere. The

plume heights of the convective column, and leading edge if distin-

guished from the convective column, were measured at different

times of burning by the aircraft altimeter. Whenever the plume

leading edge was not distinct from the convective column, only the

maximum plume height observed was reported. For evaluating the

results of this study, the height of convective column leading edge

when leveled off down-wind was assumed.

In the burn No. 1 with a distinct leading edge, the distance of

the leading edge down-wind from the source was estimated by com-

paring the ground views with the local map in the aircraft. The

plotted line of this distance versus time shows a very good agreement

with the wind velocity measured at ground level (See Figure 5). This

indicates the reliability of the wind velocity measurements made at

the fields.
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Figure 5. Evaluating of the Wind Velocity in the Burn No. 1.
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IV. RESULTS

The experimental data for this study were obtained from burning

of the seven fields mentioned before. The information necessary for

each burn were ground level temperature, altitude-temperature pro-

file, w;nd velocity, fuel concentration and elapsed time of burning.

The purpose of the experimental data was to evaluate the con-

stants "a", "b", and "c" in the Equations (4), (7) and (9) respectively,

by the regression method. Since there were not more than one satis-

factory data point for each of the Equations (4) and (9), the use of

regression method was rather meaningless and only by simple algebra

the constants "a" and "c" were obtained. Two data were available for

the evaluation of the constant "b". Therefore, the slope of the line

passing through origin and mid-point of the two data in the "AH"
F 1/3,

versus "(----) ' coordinates represented the constant "b".
US

The information of the burn No. 2, which occurred in neutral

atmosphere (See Appendix Figure 2), was used to evaluate the con-

stant "a". The maximum plume rise measured by the aircraft

altimeter was 4250 feet which divided by the term "
3

= 515" resulted
U

a value of 8.25 for "a".

The altitude-temperature profile of the burns No. 3 and No. 4

indicated stable atmospheric condition (See Appendix Figures 3, 4).

F 1/3The slope of the straight line in the "AU" versus "( )
US
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coordinates or the constant "b" was found to be 2. 31(See Figure 6).

In the burn No. 7, the altitude-temperature profile indicated a

single layer of strong stable atmosphere (See Appendix Figure 7). In

this trial the wind velocity, 4. 4 feet per second, was low enough that

its information was used to evaluate the constant "c" in the Equation

(9). The plume reached to an altitude of 2750 feet and then sank back

to 2250 feet and then leveled off at this elevation. It was observed in

the aircraft that all field burning plumes in Willamette Valley leveled

off at about this elevation. This emphasizes the fact that th,- maxi-

mum plume rise is proportional to fractional power of the buoyancy.

Dividing the 2250 feet by the term "F1/4S3/8 = 777" resultea: c = 2. 9.

The burns No. 5 and No 6 occurred in an atmosphere of more

than one stability layer (See Appendix Figures 5, 6). Therefore,

evaluation of mor e than one constant was required for each of these

burns. But, it is impossible to evaluate two constants when only one

equation is available. Also the cloud levels were at 1750 feet and

2250 feet elevations for the burns No. 5 and No. 6 respectively. It

was observed that none of plumes from field burnings in Williamette

Valley overshot the cloud level at any time, even if some fields were

very large in size (See Figures 7, 8, 9). This varifies the fact that

cloud level, no matter how low, is the maximum height that a plume

could reach, and the proposed equations are not applicable for this

saturated state of the plume. Altogether, the information of the burns



Figure 7. Typical Cloud Formation Over the Willamette Valley During the
Field Burning Season



Figure 8. Field Burning Plumes Staying at Cloud Level over the Willamette Valley



Figure 9. Field Burning Plumes Over the Willamette Valley
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No. 5 and No. 6 are not of much values for the evaluation of the constants.

The burn No. 1 also occurred in an atmosphere of two layers

of different stability (See Appendix Figure 1). A neutral line was

fitted through the altitude-temperature data from ground level up to

2050 feet elevation and a single strong stable layer was assumed for

higher elelvations. Again, the two constants "a" and "b" were

required to be found in spite of the fact that only one equation was

available. So, the information of this burn was not useful for the

evaluation of the constants. However, the value of the constants

reported earlier could be used to calculate the plume height of this

burn and to compare the results with the actual plume height observed.

This way, the validity of the constants "a" and "b" was reviewed.

By the method represented in the Appendix I the calculated height

came out to be 5020 feet. This figure compares fairly well with the

4550 feet which is the actual plume height.

The plot of convective column leading edge height versus dis-

tance downwind for the burn No. 1 shows that the plume reaches a

maximum height and then drops below this elevation and then starts

for another rise (See Figure 10). This characteristic may be the

oscillation of plume between the equilibrium and maximum heights.
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V. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Only the burns No. 2, No. 3, No. 4, and No. 7 offered satis-

factory results to be used for the evaluation of the constants "a", "b",

and "c". A single, atmosphei is stability layer was assumed for each

of these burns. A straight line fitted through the altitude-temperature

data of the burn No. 2, measured by the aircraft thermometer, repre-

sented neutral atmospheric stability. The extrapolation of this line to

zero elevation predicted 7o F higher than the temperature read at the

ground level by the regular thermometer mounted inside the research

vehicle. This discrepancy could be the result of either or both of the

two temperature measuring instruments being offset. Also the ther-

mometer mounted inside the research vehicle might not have measured

the true outside air temperature if enough of outside air had not been

circulated around the termometer bulb. Assuming the previous

statements, a strong inversion layer from the field level to 250 feet

elevation would be predicted. Even assuming this strong inversion,

calculations in the Appendix I (Page 54) show that it takes a small

portion of the initial buoyancy to overcome this inversion layer. This

logic, and the assumption that stability has small effect on the early

stages of the plume, illustrates that the single neutral condition could

be assumed from the field level in order to evaluate the constant "a".

For evaluation of the stability term, the use of temperature

measured at ground level would contribute negligible error even if it
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does not represent the true outside temperature, because deviation

of a few degrees makes a very little difference as the calculations

require temperature In degrees Rankine. The temperature measured,

in the vehicle, for the burn No. 7 is 3°F higher than the intersection

of extrapolated temperature profile with zero elevation. The discus-

sion used for the burn No. 2 could also be used for this deviation and

the other deviations found in the other burns.

G. A. Briggs (1968, 1965) has employed these same Equations

of (4), (7) and (9) for the rise of stack buoyant plumes and has obtain-

ed the values of 1.78 and 3.74 for "b" and "c" respectively, by the

regression method. He has also proposed the value of 127 for the

constant "a". The value of 2. 31 for "b", obtained in th s study, is

30% higher than the 1.78 obtained by G. A. Briggs by the regression

method, from the information of several plumes resulting from differ-

ent sources. Therefore, the constant "b=2. 31", even not exact, is a

good value to be used for the field burning plumes under stable and

windy environment. However, more data under different stability

terms,burn rate and wind velocity are required in order to find a

better answer by the regression method.

The constant "c=2. 9" obtaied here is 22. 5% lower than the 3.74

found by G. A. Briggs. The 4, 4 fps wind velocity in the burn No. 7

was assumed low enough so that its information could be used to

evaluate the constant "c" in the Equation (9). If the wind velocity were
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higher such that it would have effected the plume rise, the information

of this burn should have been used for evaluation of the constant "b"

instead. In order to determine the limiting wind velocity for the applica-

tions of either Equations (7) or (9), more data of similar stability

term "s" and buoyancy term "F" but of different wind velocities are

required.

The value of "a =8. 25 ", obtained in this study, is much lower

than the one reported by G. A. Briggs who has mentioned " a > 127"

for stack buoyant plumes rising under neutral atmosphere. This

large discrepancy could be due to the large scales of field burning

plumes compared to stack plumes and perhaps the higher moisture

content field burning plumes than the ones he has experienced. It

also should be mentioned that field burning plumes are released at

ground level which are exposed to more turbulence versus the stack

plumes which are emitted at high altitudes with less turbulence. How-

ever, more data are necessary in order to improve the validity of

"a=8.25" and to check whether the Equation (4) is practical for pre-

dicting field burning plume rise under neutral atmosphere.

The altitude-temperature profiles reported before each burn was

used for calculation purposes of that burn. Looking at the Figure Appen-

dix 4 one notices that the altitude -temperature profile has shifted signifi-

cantly after the burning. This brings the fact that sounding obtained in

early morning may not represent the sounding at the times when fields
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are being burned.

Many other dependent variables exist which have not been taken into

consideration in deriving the Equations (4), (7) and (9) dimensionally,

although the constants evaluated are expected to account for these other

variables. Plume moisture, atmospheric humidity and temperature

at different elevations and cloud level are the very effective variables

involved in the rise of field burning plumes. Even a plume with high buoy-

ancy will not exeed the cloud level, because it becomes saturated and

condensation occurs on plume particles and it cools off very rapidly.

The calculations in the Appendix II show that field burning

plumes may consist about 20% water vapor on the volume basis. Even

assuming a dry atmosphere, condensation occurs within the plume

when its temperature drops low enough. This condensation plays a

major part for diminishing the buoyancy of field burning plumes and

therefore to limit the plume height. A thorough understanding about

entrainment of surrounding air to a rising plume could be deduced by

psychrometric chart study discussed below.

Assuming a plume could be represented on an air-water psy-

chrometric chart, a plume at 200°F and 15% relative humidity would

be located as the point P1 in Figure 11. Also the surrounding air at

the same elevation with the conditions of 60°F and 50% relative humid-

ity could be represented by the point Al. Under the assumption of

neutral and stratified atmosphere, the point Al moves up to the left on
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the constant wet-bulb temperature as air moves up to higher eleva-

tions.

At an elevation "1" the plume and its surrounding air are repre-

sented by Pi. and Al on the psychrometric chart. As the result of

entrainment (mixing) the plume state moves to the point P2 on the

line connecting the points Al and P1. At the elevation "2" the plume

and its surrounding air are represented by P2 and A2 and again

because of entrainment the plume state reaches the point P3 on the

line A
2
P2 . The proportion that P3 chooses on the line A

2
P2

depends on the amount of entrainment; the more entrainment the

closer P3 is to the point A2. Therefore, the plume state, P,

moves to the left on the psychrometric chart until it reaches satura-

tion at Pc . Then the plume eventually moves down on the saturation

line P A until it approaches equilibrium with its surrounding. If
c c

the condensation occurs within the plume while it is rising the plume

path on the psychrometric chart may be P1 P
cs

A
c1

The plume which reaches the cloud level will not rise much

higher even if it is not 100% saturated. This is because it comes

into direct contact with enormous amount of water vapor, which in

fact is entrainment of the cloud to the plume, and then it becomes

saturated very rapidly. It is in this stage that the proposed equations

are not applicable and no matter how high the buoyancy is, the

plume will not exceed this elevation. This has been justified by
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observations in the aircraft that none of field plumes burned in

Willamette Valley at any time rose above cloud level.

The oscillation characteristic observed in the burn No. 1

could be due to rapid changing of the atmospheric parameters. Con-

trary to the oscillation characteristic mentioned above, Bosanquet

has shown, as the result of his work in "chimney plumes", that a

plume continues rising down-wind without descending. Figure 12

shows a field burning plume profile observed in Willamette Valley.

As shown in the picture, the plume has a maximum top somewhere

down-stream and then it levels out at a little lower elevation further

down-wind. However, more work has to be done in this area in

order to make positive statement concerning this characteristic.

The following are some reasons which could be accounted for

any inaccuracy of the results obtained in this study:

1. Burn rate is not steady and only an average value was used

to evaluate the buoyancy terms.

2. Concentration of fuel measured in each burn is not really

the true representative of the average fuel concentration

of that field.

3, Incomplete combustion of fuels due to the excess air, low

air temperature, fuel moisture and wind velocity.



Figure 12, A Profile of a Field Burning Plume over the Willamette Valley
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4. The values of 72 38 Btu/lbm. and 688 3 Btu/lbm. were used

for heating values of straw and stubble respectively for

every burn. These values were obtained for a grass of

some field which may not be truly valid for use of the fields

in this study. However, errors due this are not significant

and generally 7, 000 Btu/lbm. is a good value to be used

for grass.

5. Inaccurate measurements of ground temperature, wind

velocity, altitude-temperature data, and elapsed time of

field burning.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following equations are proposed for the final plume rise of

the agricultural field burnings under different atmospheric conditions:

I. Stable and windy AI-I = 2. 31 (F )1/3
US

II. Stable and calm AFI = 2. 9 F 1/45 - 3/8

III. Neutral and windy al = 8.25

The field burning plumes will not exceed the cloud level because

they become saturated very rapidly at that level. At the cloud level

the above proposed equations are not valid and the cloud level would

represent the maximum plume height.

From the observations over the Willamette Valley by the light

aircraft, field plume heights were never lower than 1500 feet eleva-

tion. Therefore, in an atmosphere of low cloud level, the following

is a rough estimate of plume height limits of the agricultural fields

larger than 20 acres: 1500 feet < EH < cloud level. Of course, this

inequality is an estimate during the field burning season in summer.

Much more data are required in each of the conditions I., II.,

and III in order to obtain a more refined values for the constants "b",

"c" and "a", by the regression method. These data should be obtain-

ed over many field burning seasons and only when a single atmospheric
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stability layer could be assumed starting from ground level.

The following are some points which should be observed in

order to obtain satisfactory data:

1. A better way for the estimation of fuel concentration. This

could be done by taking more samples at different spots of

the field and then averaging the concentrations at these

different spots.

2. Plume height should be leveled out and then be recorded

as the maximum plume rise.

3. Making sure that temperature reading instruments and

anemometer are well caliberated.

4. The elapsed time of burning should be measured carefully

in order to determine a good value for the burn rate.

5. The thermometer mounted inside of the research vehicle

should read the outside temperature. This could be

accomplished by circulating the outside air around the

thermometer bulb.
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Table 1. Altitude-Temperature data for the
Burn No. 1..(8-6-69).

Altitude
(ft)

Temp.
°F

Altitude
(ft)

Temp.
°F

0 74 3150 59
350 67 3350 60
750 68 3550 60
950 66 3750 61

1150 65 4150 60
1250 65 4750 60
1450 64 5050 59
1550 64 5550 59
1750 61 5750 59
1950 60 6050 58
2250 60 6350 57
2 350 60 6550 57
2750 59 6750 57
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Table 2. Time-Altitude data for the Burn No. 2 (8-6-69).

Time

Backfiring
Leading Edge
Coordinates

Convective Column
Leading Edge
Coordinates

Remarks

Down-wind
distance

(mile)

Elevation
(feet)

Down-wind
distance
(mile)

Elevation
(feet)

2: 14
2: 33

backfiring
light-off time

2: 35 1 1550 250
2: 38 1150
2: 40 1.5 2250
2:41 2 2750
2:42 2.5 3550
2 :43 4 2750 2.5 3750
2: 431 2.5 4150
2: 44 2 4550
2: 45 1. 5 5050
2: 47 2 4950
2 :49 4.5 3750
2 :50 3 4250
2 :54 burn-out time
2:59 4 4250 plume dispersing

horizontally
3: 00 7 3350
3 :01 8.5 3250 6 4250 plume dispersing

all over
3: 15 8.5 4450
3: 17 11 3750
3: 19 10 4550

turbulence due to
terrain was
observed



Calculations

tons1. Fuel concentration = 2.5 acre this is an estimate

2. Heating value of the fuel is assumed 7, 000 BtuAbm.

3. Field area = 165 acres

4. Burning time = 20 min.

5. Heating rate =

48

ons lb Btu(165 acres)(2. 5 t---- -)(2000 )(7, 000 )tonacre lbm.
20 min.

Q = .289 x 109
Btu
min

4
6. Buoyancy term - Fo = . 0568 x .289 x 109 = 16.4 x 109

ft
3sec

7. Calculating the plume height by assuming the constants "a"

"b" obtained in this study:

0 < off < 2000 feet neutral

AH > 2000 feet stable - S=7532,i x. 00515 = 3, 11 x 104 1

2

. 2

sec
F

1 (2000X20. 5)3AH1 = 2000 = 8. 25 x
8. 25 -2. 14x 106ft4

(20.5)3 sec 3

"F1" is the buoyancy required in order the plume reaches

to 2000 feet elevation

Buoyancy of the plume at 2, 000 feet elevation is F
2

F
0

F
1.

4
F

2--
16 4 x 106 - 2.14y-10 6= 14.26x106 ft

3,
sec

US = 6. 38 x 10 3 ft
3

sec

Therefore, using the Equation (11):
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AH = 2. 31 (14.26 x 10
6

)1/3=2. 31(2. 24x 104)1/ 3= 2. 31(1308)
6. 38 x 10-3

2
= 3020 feet

Total plume rise = AFIl AH2 = 2000 + 3020 = 5020 feet

AI-I = 5020 feet
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Table 3. Altitude-Temperature data for the
Burn No. 2 (8-26-69).

Altitude
(ft)

Temp,
°F

Altitude
(ft)

Temp.
of

0 64 2750 55
250 68 2950 54
350 68 3150 52
550 67 3350 51
750 66 3550 50
950 65 3750 49

1150 64 3950 49
135 0 62 4150 48
1550 61 4350 46
1750 59 4550 45
1950 58 4750 43
2150 571 4950 42
2 350 57 5150 41
2550 56



Temperature in Degrees Fahrenheit

Appendix Figure 2. Altitude-Temperature Profile for
the Burn No. 2.

51
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Time

Table 4. Time-Altitude data for the Burn No. 2 (8-26-69).
Backfiring Convective Column
Leading Edge Leading Edge
Coordinates Coordinates
Down-wind Elevation Down-wind Elevation

(feet) distance (feet)
(mile) Remarks

distance
(mile)

3: 05
3:25
3: 35
3: 37
3: 45
3: 50
3: 53
3: 56
4: 00
4: 01
4: 05
4 :07

2

250
1750 2

2

2.5
2
3

5
6

backfiring
still backfiring

250
1750
22 50

2750
32 50
3750

37 50
4250



Calculations

1, Fuel concentration: a. . 118
lb m straw
ft

b. . 08 3
lb m stubble
ft

2. Heating value of the fuels: a. straw x 72 38
lbtm.

b. Stubble f. 688 3 Btu
lb m.

ft3. Field area = (140 acres)(4 3, 460 ) = 6. 10 x 106 ft 2
acre

4. Burning time = 1.25 hr = 75 minutes

5. Heating value /ft2 = (. 118)(72 38) + (. 08 3)(688 3) =

6. Heat rate

u854 + 570 = 1424 Bt2

ft
(1424 B tu,)(6. 10 x 10 6ft2)

ft" = 116 x 106 Btu
75 minutes min

53

4
7. Buoyancy term F

0
= (.05 68)(116 x 106) = 6. 6 x 106 ft

3
sec

8. Stability term S
bi

00

9. Wind velocity - U = 2 3.4 ft/sec

10. Fo 6. 6 x 106 66 x 105 = 515
U3 (23. 4)3 (2. 34)

3
x 10

3

11. Plume height observed is 4250 feet

425012. The constant "a" is found as: 8. 25515
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Calculation of the buoyancy required for the plume to overcome the
250 feet inversion layer.

Assuming that the Equation (12) applies for the unstable

atmospheric condition:

off /2= 250 = 8.25 F `8.520511(,)1--.4)
3

F = . 388 x 106 ft4sec3

This value of "F" is negligible with the inital buoyancy equal

to 6. 6 x 106 ft4/sec3.
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Table 5. Altitude-Temperature date for the
Burn No. 3 (8-27-69)

Altitude
(ft)

Temp.
°F

Altitude
(ft)

Temp.
°F

0 63 2150 54
350 58 2 350 5 3
550 60 2550 51
750 60 2750 50
950 59 2950 50

1150 58 3150 48
1 350 57 3350 48
1550 56 3550 47
1750 55 3750 46
1950 55 3950 46
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Appendix Figure 3. Altitude -- Temperature Profile for the Burn No. 3
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Table 6. Time-Altitude data for the Burn No. 3 (8-27-69).
Backfiring Convective Column
Leading Edge
Coordinates

Leading Edge
Coordinates

Down-wind Elevation Down-wind Elevation
distance (feet) distance (feet)

Time (mile) (mile) Remarks
12:24 backfiring
12:40

light-off time12: 45 0 450
12: 451 0 750
12: 46 0 1250
12:461 0.5 1750
12:47 0.75 2550
12: 48 1 2750
12:49 1 3250
12 :50 2 3750
12:51 4250



Calculations

1. Fuel concentration: a. . 03
lbm.

ft2
straw

.b. . 0 375
lb m stubble
ft

Bu
2. Heating value of the fuels: a. straw = 72 38

lbtm.

b. stubble = 688 3 Btu
lbm.

ft2
3. Field area = (50 acrea)(43, 560 ) = 2. 18 x 10 6ft2

acre

4. Burning time = 13 minutes

5. Wind velocity = 7. 3 fps

6. Heating value/ft2 = (. 03)(7238) + (. 0375)(6883)

7. Heat rate =

= 217 + 258 = 475 tuB

ft

(475 -Btu )(2. 18 x 10 6
ft

2
)

ft2

= 79.8 x 106 Btu
13 min min

58

4
8. Buoyancy term Fo = . 0568 x 79.8 x 106 = 4.5 3 x 106 ft

3

. 29. Stability term - S = 352 . 0009 = .555 x 10-4 1

52 3 2sec

10. Wind velocity - U = 7. 3 ft
sec

Fo 1/3 4.53
11.

(-TM)
x 11,9)1/3 = 22 35 ft

. 405

12. The observed plume height - 41-1 = 4250 feet

sec
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Table 7. Altitude Temperature data for the
Burn No. 4 before burninj (8- 27 -69).

Altitude
(ft)

Temp.
of

Altitude Temp.
(ft) oF

0 64 3150 51
350 63 3350 50
550 63 3550 49
750 6 3 3750 48
950 62 39 50 47

1150 61 4150 46
1 350 60 4 350 44
1550 59 4550 44
1750 58 4750 44
1950 58 4950 43
2150 57 5150 42
2 350 56 5350 41
2550 55 5550 41
2750 53 5750 40
2950 52
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Table 8. Altitude-Temperature data for the
Burn No. 4 after burning (8-27-69).

Altitude
(ft)

Temp.
°F

Altitude
(ft)

Temp.
oF

9250 33 4750 37
8750 34 42 50 39
8250 35 37 50 41
7750 35 3250 42
7250 35 2750 44
6750 35 22 50 46
6250 35 1750 48
5750 35 1250 50
5250 36 750 56
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Table 9. Time-Altitude data for the Burn No. 4 (8-27-69)
Backfiring Convective Column
Leading Edge Leading Edge
Coordinates Coordinates
Down-wind Elevation Down-wind Elevation

distance (feet) distance (feet)
Time (mile) (mile) Remarks
2:17 0 250 light-off time
2:20 750
2:201 1250
2:21
2:21 z burn rate is

very slow
2:23
2:24
2: 31 2250
2:32 2750
2:33 3250
2: 34 3750
2:35 3750
2:37 4250
2:52 4750
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Calculations

1. Fuel concentration: a. . 05
2ft

lbm.

lbm.
b. . 09

2ft

straw

stubble

ft22. Field area = (40 acres)(43, 560 ) = 1. 74 x 10 6ft 2
acre

3. Burning time = 30 min

4. Wind velocity = 8 mph = 11. 7 ft
sec

5. Heating value/ft2 = (.05)(72 38) + (. 09)(6883)

6. Heat rate =

= 362 + 620 --= 982
B2 tu

ft

Btu(982 -)(1. 74 x 10 6ft2)

ft 6 Btu= 57 x 10 --.--30 min n-un

7. Buoyancy term Fo = (. 0568)(57 x 106) = 3.24 x 10 6 ft4

3sec

32 2 -8. Stability term S = x 00085 = .52 3 x 10 4 1

524 sec

9. Wind velocity - U = 11.7 ft
sec

10. = x 109)1/3 = 1 40US 7

11. The plume height observed di = 4750 feet
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Table 10. Altitude-Temperature data for the
Burn No. 5 (9-4-69).

Altitude
(ft)

Temp.
°F

Altitude
(ft)

Temp.
°F

0 61 1550 52
250 55 1750 51
350 55 1950 51
550 55 2150 50
750 55 2 350 50
950 541 2550 48

1150 542 2750 47
1350 532 2950 46
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Table 11,
Backfiring
Leading Edge
Coordinates

Time-Altitude data for the Burn No. 5 (9-4-69).
Convective Column
Leading Edge
Coordinates

Down-wind Elevation
distance (feet)

Time (mile)
9: 35
9:52
9:53
9:54
9:55

10: 03

Down-wind Elevation
distance (feet)
(mile)

750
1150
1650
1750
1750

Remarks
backfiring

66

Field is burning
very fast. Between
backfiring time
and light-off time
some part of the
Field was burned.
cloud level was
1750 feet. The
plume dispersed
in the cloud.
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Calculations

1. Fuel concentration: a. . 09
2ft

lbm.

b.
lbm.

ft2

straw

stubble

ft22. Field area = (30 acres)(43, 560 - ) = 1. 31 x 106ft2
acre

3. Burning time = 15 min

4. Wind velocity = (8 mph)(1. 46 ft/sec
) 11.7 ft variablemph sec

5. Heating value/ft2 = (.09)(7238) + (1. 11)(6883)

6. Heat rate =

= 650 + 765 = 1415 Btu

ft2

(1415 Btu-)(1. 31 x 106ft2)

ft = 123.5 x 106 Btu
15 min min

4
7. Buoyancy term - Fo = (. 0568)(123.5 x 106) = 7. 02 x 106 ft

3sec

8. Wind velocity: U = 11.7 ft
sec
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Table 12. Altitude-Temperature data for the
Burn No. 6 (9-4-69).

Altitude
(ft)

0

250
350
550
750
950

1150
1350
1550

Temp. Altitude Temp.
°F (ft) oF

61 1750 5 3 1
57 1950 52
57 2150 51
57 2 350 51
57 2550 48
57 2750 48
55 2950 46
54 1 3150 46
531
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Appendix Figure 6. Altitude-Temperature Profile for
the Burn No. 6.
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Table 13. Time-Altitude data for the Burn No. 6 (9-4-69).

Time

Backfiring
Leading Edge
Coordinates

Convective Column
Leading Edge
Coordinates

Down-wind Elevation
distance (feet)
(mile)

Down-wind Elevation
distance (feet)

(mile)
10: 44 backfiring
10: 49 250
10:50 750
10:53 550
10 :55 950
10:57 1450
10: 59 1750
11:01 2250 Cloud level was

2250 feet.
11:04 2550 It formed a good

mushroom.
11:06 2250 burn-out time
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Calculations

lbm.1. Fuel concentration: a. . 105
2ft

b. . 0555
lbm.

ft2

straw

stubble

ft2. Field area = (25 acres)(4 3, 560 ) = 1. 09 x 10 6ft 2
acre

3. Burning time = 10 min

4. Wind velocity os 11.7 ft
sec variable

5. Heating value/ft2 = (. 105)(7238) + (. 0555)(6883)

= 760 + 382 = 1142
2ft

Btu

6

125
(1142)(1.09 x 106) 6 Btura to =6. Heat = x 10

10 min

4
7. Buoyancy term - Fo (. 0568)(125 x 106) = 7. 1 x 106 ft

3sec

8. Stability: S= 3. 34 x 10 1

2
4 0< AH <950 feet

sec

S = 0 AI-1 > 950 feet

9. Wind velocity: U = 11.7 ft
sec
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Table 14. Altitude-Temperature data for the
Burn No. 7 (9-12-69).

Altitude
(ft)

Temp.
of

Altitude
(ft)

Temp.
of

0 59 2150 56
350 56 2350 56
550 56 2550 56
750 56 2750 57
950 56 2950 57

1150 56 3150 57
1350 56 3350 57
1550 56 3550 57
1750 56 3750 57
1950 56 3950 57
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Appendix Figure 7. Altitude-Temperature Profile for
the Burn No. 7.
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Table 15. Time-Altitude data for the Burn No. 7 (9-12-69).
Backfiring Convective Column
Leading Edge Leading Edge
Coordinates Coordinates
Down-wind Elevation Down-wind Elevation

distance (feet) distance (feet)
Time (mile) (mile)
10: 47 2750
10 :48 2750
10:52 2250 The plume sank
10 :54 2250 back to 2250 feet

elevation. All
fields leveled off
at this 2250 feet
which was the
cloud level. It was
noticed that fields
did not burn as
line source.



Calculations

1. Fuel concentration: 1/2 lbm. in 9 ft2
= . 0555

lbm.

ft2

Bu2. Assuming a heating value of 7, 000 ibtm

ft23. Field area = (50 acres)(43, 560 -) = 2. 18 x 106ft 2
acre

4. Burning time: a. 10:55 - 10:20 = 35 min for all the
50 acres

b. First 1/3 of the field was burned in
10: 45 -10:20 = 25 min

c. Last 2/3 of the field was burned in
10: 55 - 10:45 = 10 min

5. Heating value/ft2 = (. 0555)(7, 000) = 388 Btu

ft 2

22. 18 x 106
6. Burn rate: a. = 6. 24 x 104

ft
35 min

b.
2(2/3)(2. 18 x 106)

=
ft414. 5 x 10

10 min

Taking the average between a and b:

6.24x 104+ 14.5 x 104 = 10. 37 x 104 ft 2

2 min

4 ft 2
7. Heat rate = (10. 37 x 10 min )(388 -B2u) = 4020 x 104 Btu

ft min

75

8. Buoyancy term - Fo (. 0568)(40.20 x 106) = 2.28 x 106 ft4
3sec

. 29. Stability term - S = 32 x . 0054 = 3. 35 x 104 1

sec 2



10. Wind velocity U = 4. 4 ft
sec

1/4 3/8
11. Fo S (. 0228 x 108)(3. 35 x 10-4)3/8

= (. 388 x 100)(20) = 777 feet

12. The observed plume height - AI-1 = 2250 feet

13. Evaluating the constant "c": 2250 = 2.9
777
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APPENDIX II

COMBUSTION ANALYSIS OF AGRICULTURAL
FIELD GRASS

In this analysis the chemical composition of Douglas-fir is

assumed to represent the chemical composition of agricultural field

grass.

The chemical composition of Douglas-fir on the mass basis is

(Boubel, 1965):

Hydrogen 6. 3%

Carbon 52. 3%

Nitrogen 0. 1%

Oxygen 40. 5%

Ash 0. 8%

Discarding Nitrogen and Ash components in this analysis would not

alter the results significantly. For 100 pounts of Douglas-fir the

proportion of the constituents could be written as:

Hydrogen

Carbon

Oxygen

Pounds Lb-mole

15

4. 35

1.27

6. 3

52. 3

40.5

6. 3/2 =

52. 3/12

40.5/32

3.

=

=

Therefore, the chemical formula for the fuel could be represented as:

C H
a

RO
Y

(1)



a = (1)(4. 35) = 4. 35

p = (2)(3. 15) = 6. 3

y = (2)(1. 27) = 2. 54

The Formula (1) can be written:
4. 35 H6. 302. 54
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Air is 21% 02 and 79% N2 on the mole basis, Therefore for 100%

combustion the reaction can be written as:

C
4. 35H6. 302. 54

+ A(02 + 3. 76 N2) -. aCO
2

+ bH2O + cN
2

(2)

The constants A, a, b and c can be determined by balancing both

sides of the reaction (2):

a = 4. 35, 2b = 6. 3 or b= 3. 15

2a + b 2A + 2. 54 or 8. 7 + 3. 15 = 2A + 2. 54 A = 4. 66

c = (3. 76)(A) = 17. 5

c = 17.5

The reaction (2) can be written:

C4. 351-16. 302. + 4. 66(02 + 3. 76 N2) -.4. 35 CO2 + 3. 151-120 + 17. 5N2

(3)

Percentage of H2O in the products of combustion on the volume basis

is:

3. 15 x 100 = 12. 6%4. 35 +3 . 15 +1 7.5

Percentage of in in the products of combustion on the mass basis is:
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3. 15 x 18 5670
(4. 35)(44) + (3. 15)(18) + (17.5)(28) x 100 = 192 + 56. 7 + 490

5670
7.7%

739

Assuming the fuel is 20% wet, the previous 100 pounds of

Douglas-fir becomes 120 pounds of fuel. The reaction (3) can be

revised as:

C4.
35

H6. 302.54 + 1. 11H20 + 4. 66(02 + 3. 76N
2)

--.

4. 35C0
2

1- 4.26H
2

0 1- 17.5 N2

Percentage of H2O on the volume basis is:

4.26 426x 100 = = 16.4. 35 + 4.26 + 17.5 26. 11

The percentage of H2O on the mass basis is:

4.26 x 18 x 100 7.700
(4. 35)(44) + (4. 26)(18) + (17. 5)(28) 192 + 77 + 490

7, 700
= 10. 1%

759

Assume this product of combustion could be represented by air-water

psychrometric chart and the plume temperature is 200°F.

Lbs. of H 0
. 2 4. 26 x 18 77W = .113Lb. of dry air (4. 35)(44) + (17.5)(28) 682
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For W = 0. 1 and Tdb = 200oF the relative humidity read from

psychrometric chart is about 18%. Extrapolating of this point to the

point on the psychrometric chart with W = 0. 113 and Tdb = 200°F

would not predict a relative humidity of more than 20%. But, the

relative humidity of the atmosphere in Willamette Valley in summer

time is about 50% or more. Therefore, the plume at its early stages

has a lower relative humidity than its surrounding air.


